Acute heart failure (AHF) is one of the main causes of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. After diagnosis of AHF and during the first year of follow-up, 45% of the patients will be admitted to hospital at least once and mortality can be as high as 40%.

Therapeutic approaches are therefore needed to alleviate symptoms, stabilize the hemodynamics of the patients, and improve their quality of life and survival.

Interest in clinical investigation in the field of AHF is very recent. Thus, unlike chronic heart failure, the scientific evidence to support therapeutic action is not extensive. In fact, the first clinical guidelines for management of AHF were not published until 2005.

Inotropic Treatment of Acute Heart Failure

Inotropic drugs are one of the therapeutic options for treating AHF due to systolic dysfunction. In recent decades, clinical experience has supported the use of these drugs and adrenergic stimulants such as dobutamine have come to be used more than phosphodiesterase III inhibitors, such as milrinone. However, the clinical information we have on the efficacy and safety of these therapeutic groups is limited and sometimes suggests they may have negative effects.

The intravenous use of inotropic drugs is indicated in patients with AHF and peripheral hypoperfusion (hypotension, deterioration of renal function, or cutaneous signs of poor peripheral perfusion), regardless of whether pulmonary or systemic congestion is present, and in those with AHF unresponsive to diuretics and vasodilators. This indication is recommendation level IIa with a level of evidence C.
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Current Situation: Levosimendan After the REVIVE and SURVIVE Studies

Two important studies with levosimendan for the treatment of AHF (REVIVE II and SURVIVE) were presented recently at the American Heart Association Meeting in Dallas.\(^{14,15}\)

The REVIVE II study assessed the effects of levosimendan plus conventional therapy versus conventional therapy alone in 600 patients hospitalized for severe AHF (those with left ventricular ejection fraction <35% who were symptomatic after 48 h of appropriate treatment with diuretics and vasodilators). The primary endpoint was a clinical one that comprised a composite of improvement or deterioration based on the clinical course of the patient during the first 5 days after infusion of the drug. The clinical benefit, though modest, was greater in patients treated with levosimendan—in absolute terms, 6% more patients improved and 7% fewer deteriorated in the levosimendan group compared to patients on conventional treatment (P=.015). Moreover, 15% of patients treated with levosimendan needed rescue therapy compared to 26% in the conventional therapy arm.

Other results worthy of mention are a decrease in brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) of approximately 250 µg/mL and 2 days shorter hospital stay for patients treated with levosimendan.

On the other hand, it is important to note that 50% of patients in the levosimendan group and 36% of those in the conventional group presented hypotension as an adverse effect. Atrial and ventricular arrhythmias also appear more frequently in patients in the levosimendan group compared to the conventional treatment group. Although the REVIVE II study was not designed to evaluate mortality, mortality at 90 days was defined as a secondary endpoint. Forty-five patients died in the levosimendan group compared to 35 in the conventional treatment group, although these differences were not statistically significant.

The second of these studies is the SURVIVE study, which was designed specifically to determine the effect on survival of intravenous inotropic treatment after 6 months of follow-up in 1327 patients with AHF. The study population had very advanced disease—the left ventricular ejection fraction was less than 30% and AHF was symptomatic. These patients had not responded to treatment with diuretics and/or intravenous vasodilators and they presented with oliguria, resting dyspnea, or severe hemodynamic dysfunction confirmed by pulmonary artery catheterization.

The study hypothesis was that randomization to receive a single dose of levosimendan would reduce mortality at 6 months by 25% with respect to randomization to receive dobutamine. Although the primary endpoint was not met, fewer patients on levosimendan died compared to dobutamine at 5 days, 2 weeks, 1 month, and 6 months after infusion of the drug. The relative reduction in mortality at these times in the levosimendan group was 27%, 14%, 13%, and 6.4%, respectively, although these differences were not statistically significant. Other findings of note were the regional differences in mortality among participating countries, the greater benefit of levosimendan in acute decompensation of chronic heart failure compared to patients with de novo AHF, and the slightly higher incidence of atrial fibrillation in the levosimendan-treated group compared to the dobutamine-treated group (9% vs 6%).

Critical Analysis of the REVIVE and SURVIVE Studies

The results of the REVIVE II and SURVIVE studies were surprising. First, they did not reflect the perceived clinical benefit in the countries that have approved the use of levosimendan\(^{16-18}\) and, second, they contradicted to a certain extent trends observed in pilot studies.\(^{8,14,15}\) We will try to explain how these discrepancies might have produced about.

Acute heart failure is a complex condition with a variety of causes. Severity is variable, and can range from mild decompensation of chronic heart failure with congestion at rest to cardiogenic shock. The disease severity between these 2 extremes is continuous and this severity is not adequately captured by the clinical variables used for the selection criteria for the clinical trials. Therefore, the first possible explanation of the discrepancy between the results of earlier studies and these recent ones is based on how the study population was selected. Although patients presented with AHF in all of the studies, the clinical condition of those in the LIDO study (selected with hemodynamic criteria before randomization) was not the same as those in the REVIVE study (selected with clinical criteria).

Second, unlike chronic heart failure, there is no universally accepted treatment for AHF. Many of the therapeutic regimens (for example, dose, route of administration, frequency of dosing, and type of diuretic) have scarce evidence to support them and practice may vary from region to region (for example, in the use of beta-blockers). In fact, regional differences in the use of beta-blockers may account for the differences in the results obtained in different countries participating in the SURVIVE study, as the benefit of levosimendan compared to dobutamine in patients treated with beta-blockers has been documented.\(^{8}\)

The third aspect that should be taken into account when discussing the design of the REVIVE and SURVIVE studies is the high doses of levosimendan used, both as a loading dose and for maintenance. The use of a loading dose was a requirement of the health authorities as the evidence available when the studies...
were designed suggested that such a regimen should be used.8,10 However, this may have had a negative effect on clinical outcome. It was known that the risk/benefit ratio (particularly for hypotension) is higher with higher loading doses and maintenance doses.10 Thus, administration of the loading dose to patients in the REVIVE study, with a systolic blood pressure between 85 mm Hg and 130 mm Hg was associated with hypotension in up to 50% of the patients treated with levosimendan compared to 36% of those who received standard therapy. This can be interpreted 2 ways. Administration of a potent vasodilator such as levosimendan to this group of patients was obviously responsible for a higher incidence of hypotension than in placebo. The fact that hypotension was still reported in 36% of those who did not receive levosimendan, i.e., those on placebo, can only be explained by the inclusion criterion that required intravenous diuretic treatment to be optimized. This requirement may have caused a high rate of relative intravascular volume depletion in both groups. At this point, we should be aware that, in previous studies showing clinical and hemodynamic benefit of levosimendan, pulmonary artery catheterization was used to confirm sufficient preload before treatment.4 These 2 factors together—relative volume depletion and administration of a vasodilator at a high loading dose—clearly favored the appearance of hypotension. Hypotension is well known to have deleterious effects in patients with AHF and could be associated with the appearance of atrial and ventricular arrhythmias and also with worse survival.

Future

The findings of the initial studies with levosimendan have obviously not been reproduced in the 2 large studies (REVIVE and SURVIVE) designed specifically to provide confirmation, or at least, the findings have not been as positive as was hoped. Although these discrepancies may be explained by different study designs, another alternative or complementary explanation is that the real clinical benefit provided by levosimendan is less than was expected. In any case, we must inevitably conclude that the clinical development of levosimendan has yet to be completed. This is despite the fact that the AHF drug supported by the most extensive scientific evidence is levosimendan, with more than 3000 patients studied in randomized clinical trials. Further clinical trials are clearly necessary with placebo, dobutamine, or intravenous vasodilators. But these new studies, in view of what we have now learned, should address some particular points. First, they should include better defined patients (disease severity, cause, and clinical situation) within the broad and complex range of patients with AHF. Second, they should include patients with less severe AHF, who are, those not in danger of cardiogenic shock. Third, studies should be stricter about permitted concomitant treatments to provide a better idea of the positive and negative effects of the therapeutic intervention under assessment. Finally, the study design should allow for flexible dosing (both loading and maintenance) of levosimendan to more closely mimic how cardiovascular agents are actually used in daily clinical practice.

Along these lines, Álvarez et al11 report a modest but novel and elegant contribution to the clinical development of levosimendan in a specific indication—low cardiac output syndrome after extracorporeal circulation. This syndrome has many causes (myocardial damage related to cardioplegic protection, ischemia, and reperfusion) and may affect 10% of patients undergoing extracorporeal circulation with mortality among those affected being as high as 17%.12 The study published in this issue of Revista Española de Cardiología is a prospective, randomized design with consecutive patients that compared the hemodynamic changes under treatment with levosimendan or dobutamine in 41 patients with low cardiac output syndrome after extracorporeal circulation. The clinical and hemodynamic profile (baseline and progression) suggests that the patients included were those with less severe presentation of this syndrome. Of the study population, 16% assigned to levosimendan were excluded because of hypotension, probably related to an unnecessary loading dose. In the dobutamine group (inotropic control), a low dose was used (7.5 µg/kg/min), which probably explains why 20% of patients assigned to this group were excluded because of persistence of low cardiac output syndrome. From the hemodynamic results obtained in treated patients, it was concluded that levosimendan showed certain advantages over dobutamine in the treatment of low cardiac output syndrome in that levosimendan improved the cardiac output index. The two drugs showed a similar safety profile.

Conclusion

To conclude, with the current evidence it is not possible to recommend levosimendan to all patients with AHF. However, when inotropic treatment is considered necessary, levosimendan remains an excellent therapeutic option, particularly in patients without hypotension or relative depletion of the intravascular volume. Although levosimendan is a drug supported by extensive scientific evidence, new clinical studies would be desirable to complete its clinical development.
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